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TYP Oa REPR
3b. TIME COVERED computing architecture which ref'lects the specific requirements of an optimum ada-ptive space-time array processor is discussed-Specifically, a. frequency d~imain implementation of the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer is described. Two systolic computing arrays are presented which impleii1ent respectively a rank one update of the Cholesky factor for a spatial sensor array cross-spectral K ~covarianLe~ m~trix and the solution of a set of linear equations for the optimum array * nidtrix filter beamformer operation. The theoretical performance of the MVDR beamformer is i~viewed. Finally, an array partitioning approach permits the application of systoliý 11VDR beamforming to arrays with very large numbers of sensors is proposed. Two suboptimum MVDR processes are considered which exhibit nearly optimum performance at high interference-to-noise raitios.
DATE OF REPORT
TR 7981 The systolic array and related wavefront processor are specifically designed to expli't the unique regularities of a particular linear algebra operation [Ref. 4] .
In particular, a characteristic of many matrix algebra operations is the requirement for data communication between only nearest neighbor arithmetic cells in a properly designed array of such cells. This basic principle of simplification in conjunction with the relat 4 .ely low cost of VLSI arithmetic cell components makes it feasible to design hardwired systolic array algorithms with essentially no internal control, minimal memory, and maximal parallelism. As a ýase in point, this report discusses the broadband minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamforming algorithm that consists of the following three matrix TR 7981 operations: Cholesky factorization of an estimated cross-spectral density matrix (CSDM), solution of a least-squares (filter) problem after each rank one update of the CSOM, and an N-channel matrix filter operation.
First, the theory and direct element level Implementation of the adaptive broadband MVOR beamformer is presented, then the systolic array implementation is described. This is followed by a discussion of the theoretical performance predictions for an MVOR process. 
tkk 2 with x 1 (t) the output time-domain waveform of the i-th sensor and w m the 
Therefore. the elements of the vector are seen to be the discrete Fourier coefficients of xp(t) over the interval (tk -T/2, tk * T/2).
When the observation time, T, is large with respoct to the inverse bandwidth of 
4(5) Mal
The requirement for a distortionless spectral response to a signal with the steering vector d. at frequency s is equivalent to the constraint
on the MVOR filter weight vector W. The steering vector 9 i hs the n-th element exp (jiw mp) where T nr is the relative time delay to tne d-th sensor for a signal from the p-th direction. Using the method of undetermined Lagrange multipliers, 2 of Eq. (5) is minimized subject to the constra'nts of Eq. (6) if the criterion function
is minimized with respect to the real and imaginary parts of ik' simultaneously. The salution to this problem is known to be
where the beam index p indicates that a unique beam/filter vector w mnk is required for each of the B (1 < p < B) beam steering signal directions. The corresponding minimum totAl beamformer broadband output power (variance)
m-I
Therefore, the estimated signa' autopower spectral density at frequency w is
In pra-'ice, the CSDN matrix cannot be estimated exactly by time averaging ' ,cause the random process x n(t) is never truly stationary and/or ergodic. As a result, the available averaging time is limited. Accordingly, one approach to the time-varying adaptive estimation of R* at time tk is to compute the vxponentially time averaged estimator of the CSOM Rm at time tk as
where u is a smoothing factor (0 <v<l) that implements the exponentially weighted time averaging operation. Eq. (11) is a rank one update time averaging operation to the CSON at frequency wm and requires approximately ""2N/2 complex multiply-addition operations and an equivalent memory size. The estimator R is used in Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) to compute the MVOR mk filter weights, broadband beamformer cutput power, and estimated signal spectrum, respectively. A strailhtforward inversion of R requires on 
per beamformer update cycle. The parameter K is the number of update cycles of the estimated CSDN R. between computations of the updated filter weights and beam output power estimates.
SYSTOLIC IMPLENENTATION
In terms of systolic computing array functions. implementation o.-the NVDR beamformer does not substantially reduce the computational burden indicated by Eq. (12). Instead, systolic computing exposes the regularity of a particular function in such a way as to make that finction amenable to the maximum of parallel computation and a minimum of both control and data transfer. In the following, the primary systolic computing elements are developed. In the systolic implementation to be described the inverse CSOM R-1 is never formed explicitly. Rather the upper triangular Cholesky factor Umk of R.., defined by
is obtained directly (as explained later 
The important point with respect to Eq. (16) is that the computation of the vector
is of the exact form as that For
in Eq. (15). Thus, the same circuitry can be used for each computation.
A realization of the MVDR beamformer as described above requires the 
and U is the rank one updated Cholesky factor of the estimated CSDM Rmk* If u 11 , 1 < i < N ts real, then uii, 1 < i N is also real when the boundary cell process definition of figure 1 is used.
The systolic array realization of the rank one Cholesky factor update requires both a boundary cel1 and an internal cell as illustrated in figure   1 . The specific linear systolic array for reduction of Eq. (23) to upper triangular form is given in figure 2 .
It is the boundary cell that must compute the correct plane rotation angle complex cosine and sine values (c,s) and the internal cells which propagate that rotation down the n-th row of the matrix Pn-P P U.
nln-2 IlU
Linear -uNI,NhNl)/uNN which is realized with an implementation of the linear systolic array using the cells illustrated in figure 3 . The corresponding systolic array is shown in figure 4 .
It is noted that systolic arrays for the rank one Cholesky update 
PERFORMANCE OF AN MVOR BEANFORMER
The CSOM for an array that receives both a signal with autopower 2 spectral density (ASO)o 3 and an interference, which is uncorrelated with the signal, and an ASO ai at frequency f is given by Ru.
In Eq. (28), a0 is the spatially uncorrelated noise ASD at frequency w,
I is an N-by-N identity matrix, and Is and ]t are the steering vectors for the signial and interference, respectively. The interference is assumed to be in the farfield of the array, i.e., it is a Point INterference (PIN)
with respect to angle of arrival.
The MVDR filter vector for beamforming in the signal direction at frequency w has been shown to be
For a conventional time delay-and-sum beamformer (CBF) the vector ds is used. The gain in signal to the total of interference and noise power at the beam output relative to a single sensor is given by 
for the MVOR beamformer and 
ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING FUR VERY LARGE ARRAYS
The fundamental parameter which determines the signal to total backgrnund noise variance ratio gain for an array is the number of sensors In addition, the number of independent beams must be made large enough to provide a sufficient number of degrees of freedom for near optimum performance in a multiple interference condition.
As a practical matter, even the formation of a conventiona, time delay-and-sum beam for a very large array is a difficult implementation issue. Usually partial aperture, i.e., subarray, beams are formed as a 
In Eq. (36a), •k is a CBF N-dimensional steering vector corresponding to a beam space patch of size L+1 which is defined as being centered at a point, e, specified by a reference beam which has steering vector dj = do(e).
Ideally, these steering vectors are assumed to be orthogonal, i.e., d; It is a direct procedure to obtain the following AGI expressions and optimality is approached only to the extent that e approaches unity. TR 7981 level, 1, for the full aperture CBF are used as in Figure 5 . It is significant that at high interference-to-noise levels (r) the suboptimum procedures are nearly equivalent to the optimum element based process except for I -1/2. Furthermore, it is primarily only for large r that substantial sidelobe interference AGI is obtained. For mainlobe PIN, when I = 1/2 the beamspace MVDR would have a substantial performance loss. This is because e only differs from 1/2 by the average sidelobe level of the interference over the remaining beams in the patch and this would be a small number. Thus, for interference within the mainlobe subarray MVDR would be superior.
CONCLUSIONS
The fundamentals of adaptive beamformer (ABF) implementation using systolic computing arrays has been presented. prebeamforming because it is extremely regular in its architecture; it is not frequency-dependent; and it yields better AGI performance for the same MVDR complexity.
